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Extensive pan-European research we carried out recently showed that one

PRODUCT RANGE

Life can be so simple
when you discover the new
ZOOM collection
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Products & Services

of the biggest single shifts in the attitudes of business professionals is that
the companies they deal with have to be simple and easy to work with.

Of course, we have exciting, cutting-edge products... that’s what the market expects of us.
But our ZOOM concept aims to help you to achieve more by saving you time and hassle.

2014 update

And, as you’ll discover, keeping things simple is at the core of ZOOM.

More customers, more business, more market share, more sales conversions, better projects.
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Supporting you with samples

Got a question or request? Contact our ZOOM support team.

All the help, support
and advice you could
possibly need

ZOOM
Hotlin
e:
t 084
56

Extensive online resources are available

06 88
88 *

One of the most impressive and beneficial features of the

As you might expect, our website has also been designed to

ZOOM collection is the speed with which it provides the

give you every kind of fact and detail imaginable. It provides

answers you need.

a broad range of assistance from technical data sheets and
fabrication instructions to certifications and environmental

One call, or e-mail, to our designated ‘ZOOM support team’

credentials. It also makes requesting all kinds of product

is all it takes to find out about availability, processing and

samples simpler and quicker than ever.

technical information, pack sizes, decor combinations
and a range of other topics.

Regardless of how or when you contact us for information,
there’s one thing you will always find the same – we do

We recognise that dealing with us should be simple and easy.

Of course, you may wish to discuss things face-to-face. If so,

So, when you want an answer... you want it quickly.

we’d be happy to quickly arrange a meeting with an EGGER
Account Manager or one of our stockists.
* From R.O.I please call: t+44 1434 613304

everything we can to get it to you fast.
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room visualisation tools to
speed up product development
Service level expectations are increasing in every industry. And because you operate
within the interiors industry, where presenting your product offer well is crucial, we have
developed a range of options to give you the cutting edge.

VDS PROFI could save you significant time (and costs) bringing new ideas to market.

Our state of the art ‘Virtual Design Studio’

But simply being able to make fantastic

ROOM VISUALISATION ON-THE-GO - App now

To see how room visualisation could help

(VDS) software allows you to visualise

presentations is not all VDS software

available for smartphones and tablets. Simply type

you, simply scan this QR Code with your

finished room sets in great detail.

offers. By creating room sets with

in VDS App on your device and download for free

high-definition decor scans you could

from iTunes or Google Play.

We have a range of different options, from

save time and money on prototype/set

high-tech touch screen options to PC and

building and photography costs as well as

iPad based alternatives.

being able to test market your new ideas.

camera phone or webcam (using a QR Code
reading app). Or go directly to the webpage:
www.egger.com/video-vds-profi
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Because you may have needed to source different
materials (such as laminates and edging) from
different suppliers in the past (with the further issue
of less than perfect matches), we have been working
hard to provide you with a complete solution.
The result of our endeavours is now a range of
complementary products with matching decors and
textures which, because they are all available from
EGGER, ensures you get the highest quality combined
with the least amount of logistics hassle.
And so you are able to meet the expectations
of clients who demand ever more sophisticated
finishes, we have been continually developing our
award winning range of products (see pages 12 –25).
This means you can now offer your customers an
unrivalled choice with all the reassurance of the
EGGER name – a name which is synonymous with
consistent quality, constant innovation and
first-class support and service .

Need samples for a client meeting? You can order quickly at www.egger.co.uk/shop

Use ZOOM to save time sourcing
matching materials

For all your surfacing needs
Thanks to the ZOOM collection, budgets can be stretched further which could help
you win potential new business. That’s because our range of matching products
allows you to identify precisely the right product for the right application
at the right price. Similarly, the groundbreaking advances we have recently
made to the quality and realism of our products mean you can now offer a more
competitive and low-maintenance alternative to solid-wood and real wood veneer
products.
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making it easy to get what
you want, when you want it

Call our ZOOM Hotline for all your availability enquiries: t 0845 606 8888 *

We all know just how frustrating and even costly it can prove when you need a
particular material right here and now, but phoning around stockist after stockist
gets you nowhere at all.
So, you might be interested to learn that when you

Chipboard but for Laminate, and ABS Edging too.

deal with EGGER, you’ll find it’s a refreshingly

So you can be sure you will always be able to source

different story.

what you need, when you need it.

The ZOOM collection has been designed to really

So now, as well as expecting a market-leading range

simplify our product and service offering as well

of products from EGGER, you can expect a truly

as ensure you spend less time tracking down the

unique and hassle-free service, too.

product you need. For example, every single one
of our 131 decors is held in stock as 18 mm MFC at
EGGER, with our network of distributors ensuring
national distribution quickly and efficiently. What’s
more, this applies not just for Melamine Faced
* From R.O.I please call: t+44 1434 613304

Our online search tells you where
you can source each decor in each
product: www.egger.co.uk/wheretobuy
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PRODUCT RANGE

12

H1277 ST9 Light Lakeland Acacia in
colour and texture matched materials

Product range
We’re confident that we have a

And almost all our products are

product option for you, whether

held in stock either by us, or by

it’s for commercial interiors or

our network of national stockists,

the home.

otherwise they are available to
order from our UK production

From MFC for the kitchen or shop

facility.

changing rooms to Fire Door Cores
for hotels or apartment blocks

So, sourcing products will be

we’ve got it covered.

quick and easy.
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PRODUCT RANGE

EURODEKOR MFC

Decor featured: F425 ST10 Beige Linen

What is it?

Why use it?

Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities

EURODEKOR MFC (Melamine Faced Chipboard) is

Design benefits – Due to recent major developments

All 131 decors in the ZOOM

constructed from a decorative printed paper

in the quality and realism of our decor reproductions,

Collection are available from

covering a chipboard core. This is a pre-bonded

EURODEKOR MFC allows you to offer the look and

stock as 18 mm MFC.

finished material, which requires no further

Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available from stock

2800 mm

2070 mm

18 mm

1 board

feel of veneers without the premium price.

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

8 mm, 10 mm

1 pack
(40 boards)

Environmental benefits – It is an environmentally

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

12 mm

1 pack
(50 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

15 mm

1 pack
(32 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

16 mm

1 pack
(30 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

22 mm

1 pack
(22 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

25 mm, 28 mm

1 pack
(18 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

30 mm

1 pack
(16 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

38 mm

1 pack
(12 boards)

fabrication except edging.
Where do you use it?

sustainable product which contains over 40 % recycled

EURODEKOR MFC is the ideal material for a

wood, and can be recycled at the end of its life.

wide variety of vertical and horizontal furniture
applications such as cupboards, wardrobes, wall

Processing benefits – The high quality chipboard

panelling and desking.

core is easy to process, resulting in less chipping and
a longer tool life.

8 mm, 10 mm and 12 mm MFC is also available to order as 2 half packs of 2 different decors.
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EURODEKOR MDF

Decor featured: H1372 ST22 Natural Aragon Oak

What is it?

Why use it?

EURODEKOR MDF (Melamine Faced Medium Density

Fabrication benefits – EURODEKOR MDF is mainly

We have compiled a list of suggested

Fibreboard) has exactly the same surface finish as

used when excellent screw holding of heavy loads is

decor combinations that we think

EURODEKOR MFC but has a fibreboard core. We can

required.

work well together.

also offer 2 different grades of MDF: Furniture Grade
and Deep Routering Grade.

Design benefits – EURODEKOR MDF is suitable for

Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities

www.egger.co.uk/decorcombinations

Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available to order

2650 mm

2070 mm

15 mm

1 pack
(28 boards)

Available to order

2650 mm

2070 mm

18 mm

1 pack
(26 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

25 mm

1 pack
(16 boards)

Available to order

2650 mm

2070 mm

18 mm

1 pack
(26 boards)

Available to order

2800 mm

2070 mm

18 mm

1 pack
(22 boards)

Furniture Grade MDF

curved applications and can be grooved / routered
Where do you use it?

into as a design feature. The edges of EURODEKOR

EURODEKOR Furniture Grade MDF is often used as

MDF can also be painted, lacquered or left

wall panelling / slatwall in commercial applications,

unfinished.

such as retail and hospitality. EURODEKOR Deep

Deep Routering MDF

Routering Grade MDF is used for the manufacturing of
PVC foil wrapped doors and therefore has a decorative

17

finish only on one side.
Half packs of EURODEKOR MDF are also available on request subject to a surcharge.
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EGGER Laminate
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Decor featured: F396 ST10 Basaltino Grey

What is it?

Why use it?

EGGER Laminate is made up of multiple layers of

Performance – Compared to veneers, laminates

Can be used to clad existing

paper and has a decorative surface. The laminate

perform better in terms of durability and resistance to

surfaces (even curves) in need

sheet must be fabricated (bonded) to a suitable

scratches.

of a facelift.

substrate (normally chipboard or MDF).
Environmental benefits – Rather than using
Where do you use it?

tropical veneers from the other side of the world,

Due to its multi-layered construction, EGGER

exotic wood reproductions in laminate are a far more

Laminate is the perfect material for high traffic areas

sustainable option.

or where a hard wearing surface is required, such
as counter tops, doors, reception desks and a whole

Commercial benefits – EGGER Laminates are a more

host of other interior and shopfitting applications.

cost effective solution to veneers and are easier to
replace if panels are damaged as well as the colour
remaining consistent.

Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities
Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available from stock
(Laminates)

3050 mm

1310 mm

0.8 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock
(Door size laminates)

2150 mm

950 mm

0.8 mm

1 sheet
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EGGER ABS EDGING

Decor featured: H1372 ST22 Natural Aragon Oak

What is it?

Why use it?

Thermoplastic ABS edge banding for EURODEKOR

Design benefits – EGGER ABS Edging is colour and

Save time and effort by sourcing

MFC, EURODEKOR MDF and EUROLIGHT which

texture matched to our boards ensuring a consistant

both boards and edging from the

offers a sleek, yet robust decorative finish.

appearance.

same supplier.

Where do you use it?

Fabrication benefits – Can be easily fabricated

Different thicknesses of ABS Edging are used

either by hand or by using an edge banding machine

depending on the application.

using standard hot-melt type adhesives.

0.4 mm ABS Edging is mainly used for carcassing,

Environmental benefits – Unlike PVC Edging, ABS

whilst 2 mm ABS is ideal for doors and desking.

Edging is easy to dispose of at the end of its product

0.8 mm ABS Edging is often used for both doors

lifecycle as it can be burnt without releasing harmful

and carcassing.

toxics.

The 42 mm and 54 mm options are used to edge
38 mm and 50 mm EUROLIGHT boards (see page 22).
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Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities
Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available from stock

200 linear meters

22 mm

0.4 mm

1 roll

Available from stock

75 linear meters

23 mm

0.8 mm

1 roll

Available from stock

75 linear meters

23 mm

2 mm

1 roll

Available from stock

25 linear meters

42 mm

2 mm

1 roll

Available from stock

25 linear meters

54 mm

2 mm

1 roll
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EUROLIGHT Lightweight boards

Decor featured: H1372 ST22 Natural Aragon Oak

What is it?

Why use it?

EUROLIGHT is made from extremely strong 8 mm

Design benefits – Thicker materials help to convey

The decors available in laminate on pages

high density chipboard top and bottom surface layers,

contemporary design and high quality. LED Lighting

50-100 can be bonded to EUROLIGHT

combined with a light, yet robust recycled cardboard

and technology, such as iPad docking stations can easily

honeycomb core. It is available either with a decorative

be integrated into the hollow core.

painting grade option (for client specific uni colours).

Environmental benefits – Eurolight is a more
effective use of wood and can be recycled at the end of

Where do you use it ?

its product lifecycle.

A chunky look, combined with low weight and
high strength means that EUROLIGHT is perfectly

Health & Safety benefits – The trend for thicker

suited to a wide range of sectors including kitchen,

materials can often result in very heavy components

bedroom and bathroom, retail, business, leisure,

and makes complying with manual handling

education, hospitality and healthcare. Within these

guidelines difficult. EUROLIGHT solves this issue as it

areas EUROLIGHT offers a wide range of possible

is up to 60 % lighter than its equivalent thickness in

applications such as cladding carcassing, table tops /

chipboard.

desking, shelving, sliding doors, pedestals, internal
doors and furniture.

Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities

raw boards. For availability of 50 mm

Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available from stock

2800 mm

2070 mm

38 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock

2800 mm

2070 mm

50 mm

1 sheet

EUROLIGHT Decor, please look out for
the icon

or visit www.egger.co.uk/

wheretobuy

surface, raw (for bonding veneer or laminates), or a
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EGGER FIRE DOOR CORES

EGGER FD30 Fire Door Core bonded with
EGGER FD30 Fire Door Core

W1000 ST9 Laminate

EGGER FD30 Decor

EGGER FD60 Fire Door Core

What is it?

Sizes/Minimum Order Quantities

We offer FSC certified FD30 (half hour fire resistant)

They also meet the highest level of durability

EGGER FD60 Fire Door Cores have a

and FD 60 (1 hour fire resistant) Fire Door Cores

classification – Severe Duty, in accordance with

unique composition which is specially

which ensures that you have a solution for all your

DD171 and BS EN 1192.

residential and commercial projects. FD30 Decor is a
Lighter cores – Using the very latest chipboard

fire door core designed to drive down costs, without

production technology we have been able to

compromising on quality.

manufacture a lighter, more technically advanced
core. This brings health and safety benefits as the

Where do you use it?

cores are easier to handle and install, as well as

EGGER Fire Door Cores are suitable for a wide range

logistics benefits as you can make better use of

of domestic and commercial applications, such as

transport capacities.

housing, education and healthcare, hotel and leisure,
Finer surface – The fine surface of EGGER Fire Door
Cores can be painted without the need for further
Why use it?

preparation saving you time and money. This high

High Performance – EGGER Fire Door Cores are

quality surface is also beneficial when laminating

tested by Chiltern International to BS476 Part 22

and veneering.

and are third party accredited by BM Trada under
the Q-Mark accreditation scheme.

designed not only for 1 hour fire

Availability

Length

Width

Thickness

MOQ

Available from stock

2060 mm

840 mm

44 mm & 54 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock

2135 mm

915 mm

44 mm & 54 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock

2440 mm

915 mm

44 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock

2800 mm

915 mm

44 mm & 54 mm

1 sheet

Available from stock

2440 mm

1220 mm

44 mm & 54 mm

1 sheet

protection but also for superior sound
qualities (up to 36dB).

brand new pre-finished, melamine faced, 30 minute

commercial offices and retail environments.
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Texture featured: ST18 Waveline

Textures/
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textures
Texture is no longer a secondary

With the update to our collection

consideration after colour choice.

we are introducing a host of

It is now used to give decors

new textures focused on making

more depth and add realism

the surfaces more tactile and

to reproductions, bringing

ultimately more natural, which

them closer to the real material,

means that you can create higher

whether that's solid wood, veneer,

value projects and ranges.

stone or leather.

NEW
28
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Texture innovation
With ZOOM every decor uses the most appropriate surface texture, ensuring

NEW

ST26 Painted Wood
The surface is based on pine with an opaque coating. The interply of linear and pronounced sections
gives the surface a natural look.

NEW

ST10 Authentic
A highly authentic and realistic surface for solid
wood / material reproductions.

SM Semi Matt
Surfaces don’t come any smoother. Used with
white to create a paint-like, untextured finish.

ST36 Brushed Wood
This surface exhibits a deeply brushed but very natural, matt character that gives many different types
of wood an extremely authentic feel.

NEW

NEW

ST18 Waveline - The horizontal texture reveals
a depth previously unknown with melamine
boards. It appears modern and is reminiscent of
coated, milled solid wood.

ST27 Feelwood Elegance
The fine and linear, yet natural texture is synchronised with the grain of the Tortona decor to create
an incredibly realistic finish.

ST11 Natural Pore
This irregular matt-gloss wood pore surface offers
a very natural appearance. Used mainly on classic
ak reproductions.

ST29 Feelwood Ambiance
The texture has a striking, yet elegant appearance. It is ideal for large applications to create a
tasteful, sophisticated feel. It traces the grain with soft recesses, creating a tactile effect.

Textures/
DECOR ICONS KEY

that our decorative materials both look and feel like the real thing.

ST87 Ceramic
The matt-gloss effects simulate the surface and feel of a ceramic plate helping to create visual depth.

ST9 Perfect Matt
Used with uni colours and woodgrains offering a
soft, natural feel. This texture supports the trend
for matt surfaces..

NEW

ST28 Feelwood Nature
This texture is characterised by its authentic feel. Knots and planking create a natural feel reminiscent of
solid wood.

ST22 Matex
Deep brushed finish with a matt-gloss linear grain.
This offers a realistic surface for linear woodgrain
decors, giving them more naturalness and depth.

ST2 Diamond
Has a grainy, mini-pearl texture, with a medium
gloss level. This surface is robust, very durable and
is used with uni colours and pearlescent decors.

ST15 Office
A smooth, flat surface finish with low gloss levels
and low maintenance. Combines with intensive uni
colours and a wide variety of woodgrains.

ST30 Gloss
A smooth surface with high gloss level,
especially well suited to uni colours and
premium woodgrain decors.

Decor Icons Key

Decor Icons Key
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decors

PRODUCT ICONS

The way interior and furniture designers

As some of the decors featured have an

To help you quickly identify which decors are available in which product please use the icons below or check at

increasingly think about specifying colours

expressive character, where it may be

www.egger.co.uk/availability.

has changed somewhat over recent years.

difficult to appreciate the grain or pattern,
we have provided an additional decor scan

It is now much less likely that a particular

(size 900 × 600 mm) to assist.

type of species, such as Walnut, is the real
requirement. It is more a particular type of

You could also view scans on our website

look, or mood that is being sought after.

www.egger.co.uk/decors. Or, to see how
the decor would look as part of a room set

So, to make life simpler for you we have
organised our decors into what we call
‘Colour Worlds’.

check out www.egger.co.uk/vds.

EURODEKOR Melamine Faced Boards

EUROLIGHT Lightweight Boards

EGGER Laminates

FD30 Decor

EGGER ABS Edging

ProAcoustic Acoustic Boards

EGGER Door Size Laminates

Only for vertical applications
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Zoom New Introductions:
Experience the difference
Differentiation matters.
And to keep you one step ahead we have developed a palette of fantastic,

With the addition of 23 new decors and 6 completely new textures to the

next generation reproductions. Whether it is to create an elegant look,

existing collection of over 250 decors, we have sought to provide you

or something more rustic you’re best placed to decide how best to apply

with the next generation of products, produced using the very latest

these.

technology, to help you add greater value and stand apart from your

to see the decors
in application
www.egger.com/zoom

2014 Update

competition.

2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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ST10

H1725

ST10

Sand Provencial Elm

H1145

ST10

Natural Bardolino Oak

H1158

ST10

Truffle Brown Bardolino Oak

2014 Update

34

ST10 AUTHENTICS
A highly authentic and realistic surface for solid wood and material reproductions.

2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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U727 ST26

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

W1000 ST26

Premium White

U727

Stone Grey

ST26 PAINTED WOOD
This surface is based on pine wood with an opaque coating. The interplay
of linear and lively sections gives the surface a natural appearance. With
its striking depth, the texture is visible even from a distance.
ST26

2014 Update
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2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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H1793 ST27

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

H1796

ST27

Natural Tortona

ST9

Natural Tortona

ST27

Lava Tortona

ST9

Lava Tortona

ST27 FEELWOOD ELEGANCE
The fine and linear, yet natural texture is synchronised with the grain of the
Tortona decor to create an incredibly realistic finish.

H1793

2014 Update
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2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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H3326 ST28

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

H3309 ST28
ST9

Sand Gladstone Oak
Sand Gladstone Oak

2014 Update

40

H3326 ST28

Grey Beige Gladstone Oak

ST9

Grey Beige Gladstone Oak

ST28

Tobacco Gladstone Oak

ST9

Tobacco Gladstone Oak

ST28 FEELWOOD Nature
This texture is characterised by its authentic feel. Knots and planking create a
natural feel reminiscent of solid wood.
H3325

2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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H3766 ST29

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

H3760 ST29
ST9

White Cape Elm
White Cape Elm

ST29 FEELWOOD ambiAnce
The texture has a striking, yet elegant appearance. It is ideal for large applications
to create a tasteful, sophisticated feel. It traces the grain with soft recesses,
creating a tactile effect.
H3766 ST29	Dark Brown Cape Elm
ST9	Dark Brown Cape Elm

2014 Update
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2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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H3344 ST36

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

H1250

ST36

Navarra Ash

H3344 ST36

Highline Oak

H1377

ST36

Sand Orleans Oak

H1486 ST36

Jackson Pine

H1379

ST36

Brown Orleans Oak

H3420 ST36

Thermo Pine

2014 Update

44

ST36 brushed wood
This surface exhibits a deeply brushed but very natural, matt character
that gives many different types of wood an extremely authentic feel.

2014 Update

Close up picture

2014 Update
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F310 ST87

Colours may differ from the original sample
due to the perspective.

F310

ST87

F311

ST87	Anthracite Ceramic

Rust Ceramic

ST87 ceramic
The matt-gloss effects simulate the surface and feel of a ceramic plate helping to
create visual depth.

2014 Update
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2014 Update

2014 Update
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OVERVIEW OF
ZOOM NEW INTRODUCTIONS
U702

ST9

Cashmere

H3325 ST28

W1000 ST26

H3326 ST28

U343
ST9

H1793 ST27

H1796 ST27

H3766 ST29

U748
ST9

U702
ST9

U727 ST26

H3760 ST29

These decors are available in a variety of
U748

ST9

materials from laminate and MFC to edging

Truffle

– please check www.egger.com/zoom for
specific details.
H3344 ST36

H1377 ST36

H1250 ST36

F310 ST87

H1486 ST36

F311 ST87
U343

ST9

H3420 ST36

H1379 ST36

Vino

H1725 ST10

ST9 Perfect matt
ST9 “Perfect Matt” is a matt finish with a low gloss level. With its smooth, silky
finish and low reflection, helping to create a modern, yet calming atmosphere.

H1145 ST10

H1158 ST10

2014 Update

H3309 ST28

50

Neutral

NEW

U702

ST9

Cashmere

U708

ST15

Light Grey

U732

ST15	Dust Grey

U765

ST15

Silver Grey

U748

ST9

Truffle

Neutral
Basic colours in white, beige, brown, grey and black tones – timeless, universal
NEW

W1200 ST9

Porcelain

W1100 ST9	Alpine White

U961

U999

ST30	Alpine White

W1000 ST9

W980

W908

Premium White

ST30

Premium White

ST2

Platinum White

SM

Platinum White

ST2

Basic White

U104

ST2

Graphite

ST30

Graphite

ST2

Black

ST30

Black

ST15	Alabaster
ST30	Alabaster

U108

U222

ST15

Vanilla

ST30

Vanilla

ST15

Crema

ST30

Crema

Uni Colours

and flexible.

Natural

U215

ST15

53

Magnolia

Natural
A selection of pastel and chalk colours, ideal for combinations thanks to their
subtle tone and soft, matt appearance.
U100

ST9

U717

ST9	Dakar

U140

ST9

U631

ST9

Olive

U518

ST9	Ice Blue

U727

ST9

Stone Grey

ST30

Stone Grey

U540

ST9	Denim

U795

ST9

Brown Grey

U539

ST9

U741

ST9

Lava

U330

ST9	Aubergine

U156

ST9

Sand Beige

ST30

Sand Beige

U343

ST9

Vino

U206

ST9

Malaga

U608

ST9

Pistachio

U808

ST9

Mocha

U635

ST9

Moss

Mussel

NEW

Saffron

Uni Colours

Steel Blue

54 Intensive

Texture Meets Colour

55

texture meets colour
Uni colours with either a metallic finish, paint effect or our innovative 3 dimensional
ST18 surface texture.

Intensive
NEW

W1000 ST18
ST26

Premium White
Premium White

U114

ST15

Yellow

U763

ST18

Pearl Grey

U321

ST15

Red

U999

ST18

Black

U311

ST15

Burgundy

ST30

Burgundy

U727

ST26

Stone Grey

U525

ST15

Blue

F436

ST2

Quartz Silk

U628

ST15

Green

F495

ST2

Quartz Glass

NEW

Uni Colours

Bright, eye-catching primary colours with a strong, bold appearance.

56

Metals

Metals

F489

ST2

Quartz Inox

F501

ST2

Titanium

F509

ST2	Aluminium

57

Metals

material
reproductions

Warm and cool interpretations of metal, each with a high quality, pearlescent surface finish.

F488

ST2

Quartz Cubanit

58

Stone & Mineral

Stone & Mineral

F396

ST10

Basaltino Grey

F236

ST15

Terrano Grey

F238

ST15

Terrano Black

59

STONE & MINERAL

material
reproductions

Authentic reproductions of concrete, granite and minerals.

F274

ST9

Light Concrete

60

Textile & Leather

Textile & Leather

61

Textile & Leather
Leather and textile designs which appear like the real thing.
ST10

Beige Linen

F428

ST10

Brown Leather

material
reproductions

F425

F381

ST10

Silk Fibre

Used Look

Used Look

63

Used Look
Materials with signs of use, weathering or wind cracks, have the vintage
look. In a world where flawless surfaces have prevailed, used look materials
bring life and character to the field of design. These decors create the
opposite effect to purism and linearity with their imperfections.

material
reproductions

62

NEW

F310

ST87

Ceramic Rust

NEW

NEW

F311

ST87

Ceramic Anthracite

H1486 ST36

Jackson Pine

64 Artwood

Artwood

65

NEW

H3344 ST36

Highline Oak

H3078 ST22

Hacienda White

H3081

Hacienda Black

artwood
Influenced by real wood, but given an exciting new interpretation by changing the

F900

ST9	Artwood Light

ST22

wood
reproductions

grain pattern or colour.

66

Exotics

Exotics

67

exotics
H3012

H3006 ST22

Sand Zebrano

H3070

ST22

Coco Bolo

ST30

Coco Bolo

ST22

Natural Urbano

wood
reproductions

Eye-catching woodgrains with a distinctive, individual character.

68

Exotics

Exotics

69

NEW

ST9	Dark Cordoba Olive
ST30

H1555

Dark Cordoba Olive

ST15	Wenge

H3420 ST36

Thermo Pine

H1129

Thermo Oak

ST15

wood
reproductions

H3031

Exotics

Exotics

H3005 ST22

Grey Beige Zebrano

H3082 ST22

H3058 ST22

Mali Wenge

H3090 ST22	Driftwood

71

Amazonas

wood
reproductions

70

72

Authentics

Authentics

73

Authentics
A new generation of woodgrains in natural colour tones with knots, cracks and a

H3303 ST10

Natural Arlington Oak

H1110

ST10

Splitwood

wood
reproductions

strong, authentic character.

74

Authentics

Authentics

75

NEW

H3309 ST28
ST9

Sand Gladstone Oak
Sand Gladstone Oak

H3326 ST28
ST9

Grey Beige Gladstone Oak
Grey Beige Gladstone Oak

H3325

ST28

Tobacco Gladstone Oak

ST9

Tobacco Gladstone Oak

wood
reproductions

NEW

NEW

76

Authentics

Authentics

77

NEW

ST10

Natural Bardolino Oak

NEW

H1146

ST10

Grey Bardolino Oak

H1158

ST10

Truffle Brown Bardolino Oak

wood
reproductions

H1145

Authentics

Authentics
Authentics 79
79

NEW

H3332 ST10

Grey Nebraska Oak

H1725

ST10

Sand Provencial Elm

wood
reproductions

78

Authentics

H3114

H3753

ST9

ST22

Authentics

Tirano Pearwood

Country Montana Larch

H3700

ST10

Natural Pacific Walnut

H3702

ST10

Tobacco Pacific Walnut

81

wood
reproductions

80

82

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

83

Classic & Modern
A mix of our best selling classic woodgrains and newer modern alternatives.

H3755

ST22	White Swiss Larch

ST9

H1298 ST22

Light Lakeland Acacia

Sand Lyon Ash

wood
reproductions

H1277

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

NEW

H1250

ST36

Navarra Ash

H1215

ST22

Brown Cassino Ash

85

wood
reproductions

84

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

H1869 ST9

Natural Canadian Maple

H1521

ST15

H1733

Mainau Birch

H1532

ST15	Pearwood

ST9

87

Maple

H3840 ST9

Natural Mandal Maple

wood
reproductions

86

Classic & Modern

H1582

ST15

Ellmau Beech

H1511

ST15

Bavarian Beech

H1950

ST15

Natural Calvados

Classic & Modern

H3911

ST9

Natural Tauern Beech

89

wood
reproductions

88

90

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

91

NEW

ST9	Romana Cherry

H1377

ST36

Sand Orleans Oak

NEW

H3129

ST9

Autumn Plum

ST30

Autumn Plum

H1379

ST36

Brown Orleans Oak

wood
reproductions

H1615

92

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

93

H1793

ST27

Lava Tortona

ST9

Lava Tortona

H1372

ST22

Natural Aragon Oak

H1342

ST11

Natural Montana Oak

H1334

ST9

Light Ferrara Oak

H1137

ST11

Black-Brown Ferrara Oak

NEW

H1796

ST27

Natural Tortona

ST9

Natural Tortona

wood
reproductions

NEW

Classic & Modern

H3382 ST9

Light Winchester Oak

H1319

Light Calais Oak

ST11

Classic & Modern

H1381

ST11	Winchester Oak

H3368 ST9

Natural Lancaster Oak

H3713

ST9

H3660 ST9

95

Matfen Chestnut

Light Venetian Cherry

wood
reproductions

94

Classic & Modern

H3703

ST15

Natural Aida Walnut

H3704 ST15

Tobacco Aida Walnut

ST30

Tobacco Aida Walnut

Classic & Modern

H3734

ST9

Natural Dijon Walnut

H1713

ST9

Grey Brown Ontario Walnut

97

wood
reproductions

96

98

Classic & Modern

Classic & Modern

99

NEW

H3766 ST29
ST9

Dark Brown Cape Elm
Dark Brown Cape Elm

H3760 ST29
ST9

White Cape Elm
White Cape Elm

H3778 ST9

Natural Caribbean Walnut

wood
reproductions

NEW

100

Classic & Modern

RAL/NCS/Pantone Matches

Ral/NCS/Pantone Matches

H1474

H1477

ST22

ST22

White Avola

Green Grey Avola

H1476

H1478

ST22

ST22

Champagne Avola

Truffle Brown Avola

Decor

NCS

U100 Mussel

S2005-Y20R

RAL

U104 Alabaster

S0505-Y10R

1013

U108 Vanilla

S1005-Y20R

1015

U114 Yellow

S0560-Y10R

1023

U140 Saffron

S1030-Y10R

U156 Sand Beige

S2005-Y40R

U206 Malaga

S5010-Y30R

U215 Magnolia

S1010-Y30R

Pantone
1U

115 U

1015

U222 Crema

s0505-y40R

U311 Burgundy

S5040-R

3004

U321 Red

S1580-Y90R

3020

U330 Aubergine

S7010-R30B

485 C

U343 Vino

S5030-R

188U

U518 Ice Blue

S0520-R80B

656 C

U525 Blue

S3060-R90B

300 U

U539 Steel Blue

S5030-R80B

U540 Denim

S3010-R90B

5000

653 C
651 U

U608 Pistachio

S2005-G20Y

U628 Green

S2565-G

6024

U631 Olive

S5010-G90Y

7002

U635 Moss

S4020-G30Y

6011

5527 U
348 C

U702 Cashmere

S2005-Y60R

U708 Light Grey

S2000-N

7047

U717 Dakar

S3005-Y20R

7032

U727 Stone Grey

S4005-Y50R

U732 Dust Grey

S5000-N

7037

U741 Lava

S7502-Y

7013

U748 Truffle

S7005-Y50R

U763 Pearl Grey

S2500-N

U765 Silver Grey

S3502-G

U795 Brown Grey

S6005-Y20R

7006

U808 Mocha

S8005-Y50R

8014

U961 Graphite

S8000-N

7016

433 U

U999 Black

S9000-N

9005

3C2X

W908 Basic White

S1002-G50Y

9016

W980 Platinum White

S0502-G50Y

9016

W1000 Premium White

S0500-N

W1100 Alpine White

S0500-N

9003

W1200 Porcelain

s1002-g50y

9016

406 U
420 C

407 C
423 U
405 C
411U

421 U

Ne e d
s amp a
le?
www

.egger
.co.uk
/shop

H1484

ST22

Brown Grey Avola

RAL/NCS/Pantone matches stated above are the closest available to our decors.
All decors shown are reproductions. Due to the variables in the printing process, colours may vary slightly from actual product.

101

102

Services

zoom is so much more:
With ZOOM we don’t just offer you high product quality and the latest trend orientated
decors – but also a wide range of helpful services. Your everyday resource.

Need support? Call the ZOOM hotline

Need a sample? Try our sample service

Sometimes you need an answer quickly. Our ZOOM Support Team are

As easy as online shopping: visit the EGGER sample shop and search by

available to help with product availability queries, sample requests, decor

texture, colour tone or colour world to find what you need in an instant.

combination ideas, processing and technical info – just give us a call!

You can also request brochures, find decor combination suggestions and

t 0845 606 8888 (charged at local rate)

check your order history. Very quickly you’ll receive A4 samples that can

From R.O.I. please call: t +44 1434 613304

really convince your customers - just try it out.

Or email us: zoom.uk@egger.com

www.egger.co.uk/shop

Need to visualise your ideas? use VDS Profi

FOR EVERYTHING ELSE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

With our Virtual Design Studio (VDS) software you can visualise your

From technical data sheets, processing instructions and certificates to product

ideas and those of your customers with ease. Place EGGER decors into

availability, distributor searches and the latest news, it can all be found

a wide variety of available room sets or alternatively upload your own

quickly and efficiently at www.egger.co.uk

images. Actively involve your customers in the design process and offer a
consultative service: www.egger.co.uk/vds

ZOOM HOTLINE

SAMPLE SERVICE

For decor/product information,
technical advice or samples call us:
t 0845 606 8888 (charged at local rate)
From R.O.I. please call: t +44 1434 613304
Or email us: zoom.uk@egger.com

Ordering samples has never
been easier. Visit the new EGGER
sample shop and order what you
need in an instant.
www.egger.co.uk/shop

Subject to technical modifications and amendments.
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www.egger.co.uk/zoom

EGGER (UK) Limited
Anick Grange Road
Hexham, Northumberland
NE46 4JS
t 01434 602191
f 01434 605103
zoom.uk@egger.com

